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expressed as a linear combination of the vector xi, i.e. qi = cxi
T. Now if the nonresponse
and sampling are ignorable given x and if y has a linear regression on x,
b = x i i i x ) x | y ( E , then the model expectation of B is equal to b and is free of the
choice of adjustment used to define di . In any case it is clear that B is unaffected by the
multiplication of di by a constant such as (n/r).
Example: A simplified version of the sight test example from Section 2 follows. The
sampling design involves (mildly) disproportionate stratification and the basic survey-
based estimator is
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where di is the ratio of the population size to the number of respondents in the stratum
containing i. The ratio estimator is
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Under nonresponse the approximate expectations with respect to the response and
sampling mechanisms are
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Clearly both estimators are unbiased if 
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- q = , which would occur here if
nonresponse is completely at random within strata. A common linear regression through
the origin across strata for y = number of all sight tests (or number of private tests) on x =
number of NHS tests ( ) b = i i i x ) x | y ( E  provides a good fit to the respondent data.
Assuming this model applies to both nonrespondents and respondents, so that
nonresponse is ignorable given x, the biases of the estimators with respect to both the
model and the response and sampling mechanisms are approximately
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For this reason, the ratio estimator may lead to reduced bias if the rate of nonresponse
varies within strata according to the size variable xi, but not otherwise with respect to yi.
A further problem with nonresponse is concealed ‘overcoverage’. The sampling frame
consists of a set of registers of opticians who are qualified to undertake sight tests. Some
of the opticians on these registers are not in fact practising, for example because they
have retired or they are devoting their work to other activities, so that their values of yi
and xi will be zero. A greater proportion of nonrespondents than respondents may be
expected to fall into this group. This will tend to lead to upward bias in the survey-based
estimator  ys T ˆ . Because of this, some attempt is made to use estimated practising rates to
adjust the population sizes used to calculate the di. Problems in estimating practising rates
may, however, lead to further biases. Following a similar argument to that above, the
ratio estimator may be expected to be subject to less bias, even without adjusting for
estimated practising rates, provided it is reasonable to suppose that there is little
correlation between any variable regression slopes b in different strata and between any
different practising rates in different strata.
The calibration constraints imply that the calibration estimator will have zero error for
any choice of Gi function if yi is a linear combination of the elements of xi. In general,
however, the asymptotic bias of the calibration estimator will depend on the Gi function
when nonresponse is present, unlike the classical case. The classical asymptotic